
UNSPOKEN
BY PAUL MARTIN

“Wait!” Mikey yelled, breaking the silence in the young group.
 Ben snapped his head up, startled and still half dazed.  How long were we 
doing that for, he thought and looked around at his friends.
 For a good while, Jim thought at Ben with a Cheshire Cat grin.  His eyes 
were like black holes surrounded by thin jade rings, and his thin black eyebrows 



raised upwards and towards each other, making his forehead 
look like the palm of a hand.
 Ben felt Jim sitting next to him inside of his head.  
He’d never heard a full thought before.  Sure, sometimes he 
thought he might be able to hear the occasional thought, but 
he’d always discarded it as coincidence.  There was no 
mistaking this though.
 “That’s not possible!” Mikey yelled, a disturbed confusion 
plastered on his ancient stoney face.  He shook his head, perplexed 
by what was transpiring.  He could hear them...but they weren’t 
talking.
 “What’s not possible?” Burt asked, grinning because he’d 
heard it too.  This wasn’t the first time it had happened, but it was 
never this clear.  Something about Jim seemed to bring it out of them.
 Mikey gazed at Ben with worried eyes and shook his head, then 
threw it down into his palms and let out a long sigh.  It was a difficult concept to 
grasp.  Something he’d thought about from time to time but had always attributed 
to science fiction.  And when Mikey thought about science fiction, he thought 
about aliens.  If telepathy was really possible, it was totally logical for him to 
believe that aliens exist.
 Of course aliens exist, Ben heard Jim think.  Ben smirked and snickered, 
bobbing his head up and down.  
 “What’s so funny?” Mikey asked, his anxious thoughts rapidly roaring 
through his head like the Colorado River.  This isn’t really happening, there’s no 
way...I’m just hearing the voices in my head...This isn’t really happening, there’s no 
fucking way...Just stupid voices...This isn’t --
 “Mikey,” Burt said in his low calm voice with a shocking resemblance to 
Jim Morrison.  “It’s happening, bud.”
 Mikey looked up at Burt with thoughtful eyes and a long face, then heard 
Burt’s fragmented thoughts: I...it’s freaky...ut it’s real.  It sounded like digital static.  
Not only could he hear him, but he could feel his emotions.  Burt was inside his 
head.  Try...stare...center...orehead.
 “Okay,” Mikey said, and focused on Burt’s forehead, and now Ben was in 
his head too.  
 Like a Magic-Eye, Ben thought.  
 Mikey always had trouble with Magic-Eyes.  He remembered being up at the 
outlets in North Conway with his parents and there was this one store with a 
Magic-Eye painting with a sign next to it saying: CAN YOU SEE THE IMAGE? 
in fat red letters on white construction paper in a window of one of the shops.  His 
younger brother Fred and both of his parents seemed to catch it right away, but 



Mikey stared and stared and still couldn’t see it.  He didn’t want to be the weird kid 
that couldn’t see the hidden image, so he pretended that he did. 
  “It’s the Statue of Liberty!” Fred had yelled.
 Mikey was quick to agree with a generic awestruck “Oh yeah!”
 This isn’t working, Mikey thought, but then he heard Jim loud and clear.  
 Oh yeah it is, Jim thought.  You’re spot on.  Right on the level.
 “Holy shit!” Mikey said and shook his head, his long thick brown hair 
flopping on his shoulders.  Ben always joked around how it looked like a lion’s 
mane, and when he pulled his hair back into a ponytail everyone called him Bobby 
because of his striking resemblance to Bob Weir.
 “Why is this happening?” Burt asked.  He thought about sending it 
telepathically, but there was something unsettling in the air.  Something didn’t feel 
safe.  
 “I think I know why,” Jim said. 
 “Why?” Ben asked, his goofy droopy eyes gazing back at Jim’s soulful 
knowing black orbs.  Ben has always had stoner eyes, even before he smoked pot.  
Anyone who didn’t know him well thought he was a pothead before he’d even 
puffed on the stuff.  When he finally did after a half day of school in seventh grade 
he fell in love with it, and figured he was probably just born a stoner.  Whether he 
smoked weed or not.
 The other boys leaned in, eager to hear what Jim had to say, but Jim just 
looked down and shook his head.  
 “Can’t talk about it here.  Can’t talk about anything right now,” he said.
 “But why?” Mikey asked, sounding frustrated.  Jim’s answer just wasn’t 
good enough for him.  Jim knew something that he wasn’t telling the rest of them, 
and that made Mikey feel uneasy.  The four of them never kept secrets from each 
other.  Never.
 “Because...” Jim said then paused, his voice trembled from genuine fear, to 
the point where he was actually shivering even though it was a hot summer 
evening.
 Silence from the rest of the boys in anticipation.
 “Because someone’s here with us,” Jim finished.
 This made the hair on the back of Ben’s neck stand up, his arms grew 
goosebumps and a shivery chill ran up the rinks of his spine like wooden mallet on 
a frosty xylophone.  What could that mean?  Was someone hiding in the woods?  
Somehow Ben knew that wasn’t what Jim meant.  Ben had a feeling that 
“someone” he was talking about might not even be human, or even from this 
world.
 They all got that feeling, and for that they stayed silent for the rest of the 
night.  Sleepovers tended to get this way when the four of them got together.  



Nobody else seemed to understand them the way they understood each other.  It 
was like everyone else was missing something crucial to conscious awareness.  
Something they were going to need when they got older.  
 The young boys had just discovered their secret.  It had been there all along, 
but now they were finally acknowledging it and stepping through the door, which 
was the hardest step of all.  
 The only problem was that the door they opened wasn’t just one way.  
Someone or something stepped right in with them, and now it was spying on them.  
All they could do for the time being was ignore it and pretend it wasn’t there.  
 Someday they’d have to do something about it, something more productive 
than sweeping it under the carpet, because when you sweep enough problems 
under a carpet it’s eventually going to overflow, and then things get real messy.  
That time came fifteen years later, when that night seemed like a whole different 
life.
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FADED
BY NICK ANTONOPOULOS

The twilight junkies throttled ahead towards Sapphire Hill totally depleted. The sun 
is going down and neither has spoken a word since the ride began, the only noise 
being the sickly groaning of their stomachs and the hiss of a cigarette dwindling 
away with each anxious puff. The road is narrow and winding—cutting through 
quaint homes with small square green lawns with scattered toys lying around but 
no children. After a sharp right, the road begins to widen and the speed limit 
increases. Up ahead a large cemetery looms on the right with a gated arch entrance. 
Mather uses this as a sort of landmark which lets him know that it’s time to call 
Pedro.

“Hey I’m gonna be there in two, where are you?”
“Ok man, I be there one minute.” And like that it’s done.
Somewhere a little Dominican is driving around in an old van with small 

bags of dope in his mouth on the way to Wal-Mart. Mather begins to get everything 
prepared for the deal. He needs to make sure even the most inconsequential details 
are worked out to avoid any chance of mistakes. He asks for my money and begins 
to count it three times over making sure all the heads are facing the same way. We 
ascend the serpentine hill and enter a district known as Sapphire Hill. The sun is 
cresting the horizon, creating an array of darkish colors across the landscape. All 
around are different shopping plazas with big parking lots used to make many 
drugs deals and one drag of road between them all. As we approach the Wal-Mart 
parking lot my stomach starts churning, my bowels a pinched hose waiting to be 
straightened to unleash a stream of shit.

Finally Mather pulls into a spot that’s loosely surrounded by other cars to 
sort of mingle with the crowd. Normally we are both pretty cool customers when it 
comes to making these deals but today we have a little something up our sleeve 
that may upset old Pedro. Earlier in the day Mather came up with the idea of 
photocopying a couple hundred dollar bills. Surprisingly the color and print 
matched the original pretty well, but the texture was off given that it was printed 
onto computer paper. So we each took a couple bills and started to lightly crumple 
them while being careful of not making any obtrusive folds. Next we took the bills 
out into the garage and began to rub them on the coarse cement floor to give the 
bills some texture. I had my doubts about the whole idea but after taking the time 
and effort to make the bills feel and look real a childish excitement came over me 



like I had just successfully stolen a piece of candy. Fuck it, it was worth a shot. We 
didn’t have any money and it was the first idea we came up with so we ran with it.

As the seconds rolled by we sat constantly turning our heads to the entrance 
waiting for the van the pull up. The more time went by the less confident I felt in 
our plan and I could see the same sentiment in Mather’s face. His usually relaxed 
chubby cheeks were tightened like a snare drum and his dilated eyes darted around 
the parking lot. I tried for a mock cheer of enthusiasm for reassurance but this only 
mustered an awkward laugh from both of us. My throat was dry and if I tried to 
spit all I would produce is a small cotton ball. My jaw muscle flexed from the 
clenched teeth. Overhead the sun has disappeared leaving a blue tint to cover 
everything which created a serenely ominous impression. People walking to and 
from their cars look ghostlike and faded out in the twilight. The lamp lights are 
dimmed and cannot yet fully cut into the black night to show their usefulness. 
Instead they are just hazy fixtures of yellow light floating in the sky, illuminating 
nothing. 

I finish my cigarette and turn to Mather with smoke listlessly streaming out 
my nostrils, “Call them again.”

“No just wait I don’t want to sketch them out.”
On queue we see the rickety van pulling up the entrance. My stomach drops 

and my balls tighten. This is it, time to roll the dice. We had heard rumors that 
Pedro’s drivers carry a gun but no one knew for sure. It wouldn’t surprise me given 
the austere look in the drivers’ eyes when they pull up next to you. One of the 
drivers, Ivan, was cooler than the other but still retained that severe look in his eyes 
when he first pulled up. We both prayed that Ivan would be the one right now 
because he seemed more slow-witted than the other guy and would likely not 
check out the bills when we hand them to him. The van slowly crept down towards 
us and I could hear the crinkle of sand of pebbles as the van turned in next to us. 
He pulled up next to my window which took me off guard a bit as Mather quickly 
stuffed the bills into my hand. I rolled down the window.

“What’s goin on man,” to which he simply nodded his head and then looked 
around to see if the coast was clear. It was not Ivan. This other driver was bigger 
and meaner than Ivan and had the look of a bulldog because his cheeks were 
stuffed with bags of dope. 

“How many?” he said. 
“Ah ten”
He gave me a look as if to say, “You sure about that?” He paused for a 

moment then turned his head away and began spitting out the bags into his hand 
one at a time like a mother bird regurgitating her food for her young to eat. Then he 
turned back to me and gestured for the money. When I get nervous I lose all 
concentration on the matter at hand and simply focus on how anxious I am and 



how my eyes are twitching or that my hands are shaking. I become totally self-
conscious about how nervous I must look to him rather than focusing on giving the 
fucker the money and screwing with the dope—so of course when I go to hand him 
the five hundred bucks two of the hundos drop in between our cars. Like a 
shameful dog I quickly open the door and scramble to grab the bills and do so 
without causing much of a scene. I apologize and hand him the dropped bills. He 
takes them and looks down at them for a few seconds with an inscrutable 
expression. Meanwhile Mather’s got a front row seat to this unfolding scenario 
with more than likely a suppressed urge to ream me out for fucking up the hand-
off. The driver looked back at me and then motioned for me to take the bags. I did 
so cautiously this time and without a problem. I kept them clutched in my hand as 
Mather threw the car in drive jolting my head back against the seat. I sat in that 
pose and took a deep sigh of relief and turned to Mather and laughed.

“I can’t believe it fuckin worked!”
“Haha that stupid spic had no idea.”
“Un-fuckin-real man.”
In the excitement Mather had inadvertently grew a heavy foot and I 

pretended to act smooth and relaxed by telling him to slow down and chill out. 
“Oh yeah, right, right.”
Off we were. Driving into the darkness of night unabashed, ready to suck the 

starlight out of the sky and let there be no astronomical indicators to follow—only 
the open road and a full moon for a night light. Adrenaline pumped through our 
veins allowing us to remember, if only for a moment, the natural energy of life 
leading us into a quiet symphony of bliss and jubilation. Other people in cars and 
night walkers of the streets passed by jaded to the possibilities for pure exhilaration 
that one moment can bring because they have also experienced this sensation and 
understand the inability to relive it and cannot appreciate it’s transient beauty. So 
instead they walk around listlessly afraid of taking the risk to recapture this 
excitement and consequently become a corpse leading itself to death. As we 
continued to speed away I pitied the poor bastards littered across these streets 
afraid to live beyond the comfort of our laws and morals. Fuck morality, because it 
counts for nothing in the end. All that matters is the memories we die with and I 
would rather die with a high opinion of myself rather than caring about what other 
people thought of my life.

The outlines of jagged rooftops against the moon-lit night disappeared into 
the rearview as we drove to our favorite spot. Once again we were passing the 
black gates surrounding the cemetery until we came upon the arched entrance on 
our left. We slowly crept by the rows of ordinary looking graves, who more than 
likely commemorated ordinary people. We parked in the way back in a dark area. 
Each of us pulled out our works and began the ritual. People always say that it’s 



the ritual they’re addicted to, but I don’t fully buy that because all I’m thinking 
while cooking the shit up is how I can speed up the process and just get this junk in 
my system—nah, for me its all in the finished product. Holding a loaded syringe is 
like an architect marveling at a beautiful structure he has just finished—say a 
gothic church with the gargoyles and the tall sharp towers—the only thing left to 
do is blow it to smithereens. There is something sacred about a loaded syringe, and 
something truly profane about emptying it. I get off and look around at the banal 
gravestones in an idyllic stupor. 

 
We cruised into the low city as the sun was rising and the winds were calm. 

The sky was orange and the factories were pumping out thick black smoke into the 
acrid air. The sun poked through the crevices between the buildings in streaks and 
intermittently blinded us from the road. We pulled off at an exit with no number, 
just an arrow pointing to the heart of the city. People languidly walked the 
sidewalks to work or to bed. No one on their cell phones or talking to companions, 
just heads slumped toward the hot asphalt avoiding the suns rays. Mather was at 
that point of exhaustion when annoyance began to set in and an overwhelming 
desire to get out of the car suddenly overtook him. 
 “Let’s just park and go have breakfast somewhere or something.”
 “Alright yeah whatever,” I replied even though I wasn’t hungry. 
  We went to the nearest restaurant and were seated immediately. The place 
was decorated with all sorts of fishing gear. Lobster traps, strange fishing hooks, 
rods, and old nets hung from the walls. Seems like all restaurants attempt these 
gimmicks trying to show that they belong in the community even though they were 
established probably no more than ten years ago and have gone through three 
different owners, none of which come from the city. Our waitress came over to the 
table with a lugubrious expression and without giving us a chance to look at the 
menus asked what we wanted. 
 “I think we’re gonna need a second to check out the menus,” I said. 
 “Alright well just hurry up,” she snapped back. 
 Mather and I looked at each other with dumb expressions and then 
laughed. It was sort of refreshing to hear a waitress be so brash with the 
costumer and we respected her for it. 
 She returned within two minutes of us having browsed the 
menus and stood in front of us with her hands on her hips. 
 I smiled at her and said, “If you don’t mind me asking, why are 
you so pissed off today?”
 “Because I got a kid at home to take care of and a dead beat 
boyfriend who knocked me up and doesn’t even have the decency to 
give me a good lay once in a while to make up for having no money.”



 At this Mather and I burst out laughing and even she cracked a smile. Her 
mood lightened a bit once she realized we were on the level with her. “Now what 
can I get for ya hun?”
 We gave her our orders and she returned quickly with the food. She gave 
each of us the other’s order and then pulled up a chair from another table and sat 
on it backwards with her arms hunched over the backrest. 
 “So what brings you boys to the city, I can tell ya ain’t from here because 
you got that rebellious youth from suburbia look to ya and it looks like you haven’t 
had a wink of sleep in two days.” 
 “We got off at the wrong exit,” Mather wisely replied. 
 “Nah, we’re just ah sorta on the run—I mean on the road—looking for 
whatever lies ahead of us, you know,” I said. 
 “I hear that, that’s cool. . . .Say you boys look like decent fellahs whataya 
say you come out with me after I get outta work. I’ll show around, bring you to 
some cool places.”
 Mather and I looked at each other and shrugged and said why not. 
 “Alright so why don’t you wait for me outside across the street at that little 
park over there, I’ll be off in one hour.”
 “Sounds good,” I said.
 Before we left we each took separate visits to the bathroom to fix up.

We sat down on a grimy old bench that was splintered all over in the park. 
This park wasn’t exactly a typical American park with nice lush trees and some 
statue of some significance related to the town’s history with a nice white flagpole 
hoisting the American flag and a couple giggling laying out a nice picnic, but 
rather a run down area with burnt grass and some dead shrubs surrounding a 
fountain that no longer worked and had brown tepid water residing in the basin 
around the fountain. Mostly sketchy characters lurked around with nothing to do. 
One guy stood in front of the fountain looking into it, shaking his head—his hair 
was all frizzled and he wore only a tan unbuttoned overcoat that was stained all 
over that revealed his hairy chest, cargo shorts that gave way to unusually skinny 
pale white legs with ostensible blue veins running up and down, and black unlaced 
combat boots. He noticed me checking him out and came over with a serpentine 
gait.

“What happened to the water man?” he asked, drawing out the word man 
like an old hippie.

“I have no idea man.” 
“Ya know back in my day that thing use to jet out clear blue water man 

twenty feet into the air. Like. . . .Like water you find up in the springs of Maine ya 
know, and, and people would come from everywhere to see it. It was just so pure 



ya know and the people could feel that and feel its raw energy just bursting into the 
air,” his beady eyes were gleaming as he said this, “and it was just like a symbol of 
life ya know. And now look at it man with its brown shitty water just sitting there, 
it’s just another symbol of the urban decay that swept through this city, brown like 
the air here, brown like the grass, brown like the souls man, brown like the 
souls. . . .”

“Brown like the shit on your coat,” Mather whispered. 
“Yeah it’s sad man,” I said. 
“Totally fucking sad man, totally fucking sad. And you know it’s those 

fucking politicians that did this man, just to dampen our spirits and keep us gloomy 
and impressionable so that when the next big brown ugly monstrosity is erected we 
say ‘Oh, that’s okay,’ and it’s totally not man.  I’m going to a place where the water 
is so blue that if you go in you come out looking like a Smurf man,” he started 
cackling at this, “you guys should do the same man or you’ll get sucked into this 
brown abyss and never get out. But if you come where I’m goin’ you’ll see some 
real beauty man.” 

“We’ll see ya there bud,” Mather said looking away. 
“A Smurf man, a fuckin Smurf,” he said as he scuttled off into the street.
Before either of us have a chance to comment on this strange man we see 

our waitress walking across the street to greet us. She pauses in front of us and 
lights a cigarette.

“You got an extra one of those?” asks Mather.
She hands him a Newport without a word. 
“So, where are these places you’re taking us to?” I ask. 
“Be patient you little fucker, you’ll see. And I’m guessing you need one of 

these too,” she says handing me a cigarette. “So whataya say we hail a cab?”
We all hop in to the cab that pulls up and the waitress quickly yells out an 

address to the driver who nods his head in confirmation. The inside of the taxi is 
decorated like a Turkish bazaar with all kinds of weird shit hanging between the 
front seats and the back seats. The waitress sits up front and Mather and I in the 
back. The waitress turns around to speak to us even though we can barely make her 
out through the beads and other tapestry hanging between her and us, “You believe 
this shit, can’t even have a normal taxi drive with these fuckin people. Instead they 
try and instill their strange ass culture into our head with their weird smells and 
religious shit dangling everywhere.” She says this without any consideration for 
the driver, who only gives her a nervous look and darts his head back towards the 
road when she glares back at him. “By the way my name’s Tanya in case ya’s was 
wondering.”

“I’m Porter and this is Mather,” I reply. 



We drive alongside this massive lake that takes on the orange-brownish tint 
like the rest of the city. Nonetheless I notice lots of boats and jet skis out on the 
water and at one spot there’s a sand bar where at least fifteen boats are anchored 
with people who seem to be having a good time. I look at these people and wonder 
where they come from—every person in the city appears to be apathetic and 
generally glum. Unless these people turn into different creatures once they hit the 
water I cannot imagine that they come from the city. Then I notice in the distance 
behind the lake a faded mountain range hanging on the horizon. Maybe they come 
down from those mountains like the streams that feed this lake. Just hoards of 
people all hiking down the mountain at incredible speeds, jumping from boulder to 
boulder, just to grab their boats and enjoy the sanctuary of being cut off from land. 
Sort of like a pseudo-fantasy of escaping to a deserted island with a group of 
people all ready to party and not be rescued.
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EVAN WINS THE DAY
BY EVAN HATTEN

"Looking for the next GREAT barista!"

 I replied to the ad I'd found on Craigslist. Yes, I would like to be a barista, 
less because of my enthusiasm for giving hot beverages to strangers and more 
because my bank account was empty, and rent was due in a few days. No, I'd never 
worked in food service before. That didn't matter; the real reason I was replying to 
this particular ad was because they requested a picture and a list of the applicant's 
favorite bands. I answered the band question honestly, then immediately decided 
against it, and scoured my iTunes for the most indie bands I think they may have 
heard of: Metric, The Hold Steady, Brendan Benson. I took a photo of myself, 
realized it was way too awkward-looking, and sent it along with a Photoshop of 
myself attacking Times Square asking them to split the difference. They told me at 
the interview that the second photo got me in the door.
 The manager's name was Amberly and she had a crazy-chick vibe about her, 
but maybe that was just the opposing effect her boxy blazer had on her wheatfield 
hair and robin's egg eyes. She assured me that my lack of experience with coffee 
didn't matter; she would train me on the basics and I could pick up the rest on the 
fly. I learned what a latte was, which was a start. It turns out that 90% of espresso-
based drinks are defined by foam preparation alone, and none of them are so 
complicated that I can justify slamming down four bucks for one, no matter how 
deliciously creamy they may be.
 After my training, my first week began, and the narrative negative 
concerning customer service jobs is that they are extraordinarily dull experiences 
to recount. I washed dishes, poured coffee, made smoothies, cleared tables, 
restocked shelves, poured coffee, took customers, made smoothies, washed dishes, 
cleared tables, took customers, poured coffee, made smoothies, restocked shelves, 
poured coffee, washed dishes, cleared tables, made smoothies, took customers, 
restocked shelves, poured coffee, and when it was all over I could finally mop the 
floors and take out the trash. I was happy - not all the time but overall, in a general 
sense - I loved working, finally, and being firmly on the road to financial stability 
for the first time since I could remember.



 It was that Saturday that Amberly fired me. Jed, one of the other employees, 
had also been hired on recently; that much I had pieced together, but I didn't think 
see it as a shock because, after all, Amberly had told me she was looking for one 
full-time and two part-time workers, and Jed was only in a few days out of the 
week, as far as I could tell, whereas I was working nearly every day. Jed had been 
told the truth: Amberly needed one full-time or two part-time employees, and 
he was competing for his position while I was comfortably slipping into a new 
occupation I had no experience in. Jed had worked at a Starbucks before this. 
Amberly told me she was sorry, but it didn't matter if I believed her as I 
left the building; I had expletives to yell at strangers!
 Once I was done confusing and offending passers-by, and I 
had taken my wallet out of my mouth (fun fact: you can 
still see the teeth marks!), I ran back to the coffee shop 
to beg for another chance. Unfortunately, I was too late. 
She had just left, just now, and maybe I could still grab 
her if I ran. I ran outside; nothing. To the corner; 
nothing. This was Manhattan, two blocks from Times 
Square - there was no finding her in this crowd, but I searched around 
anyway. Everyone's tall and brunette when you're looking for a short 
blonde. Defeated, I took to the subway. I walked down the platform, 
not thinking about anything in particular, and as the train came I 
turned. There was Amberly.
 I tapped her on the shoulder. She was startled at first, but 
when she recognized me she became openly terrified in the moment 
before remembering we were surrounded by witnesses. I asked her if 
there was anything I could do. She said no as we walked on the train. 
Sitting down, she patted the empty space next to her, and out of 
politeness I sat.
 Rejection brings out ugliness in people, usually when they 
have a moment to do nothing but wait and think. Subways are good 
for thinking, and great at making conversations more awkward than 
they ever need to be, usually because there's no way to excuse 
yourself from a situation you'd rather not be in. After a few minutes, 
Amberly and I ran out of things to talk about; we weren't co-workers 
anymore, she wasn't going to hire me back, and I was clearly starting 
to freak out due to the unemployment she was directly responsible 
for. She reiterated that it wasn't personal. I asked if she ever laughed 
because she knew if she didn't, she'd cry. She informed me she did. Good. 
So it's not weird if I do it.
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 After either seven minutes or an hour and a half, we arrived at my stop, so I 
excused myself as we stood up at the same time. "Do you transfer to the L, too?" I 
told her I did. "Good!" She smiled, but her gritted teeth informed me that she did 
not, in fact, think that this was good. She asked where I got off; three stops after 
her, we learned. This she didn't even bother pretending she thought was good.
 As we walked to the second platform, where we knew we would wait for 
several minutes before going home together, I wondered which of us it sucked 
more to be. Me, obviously; she still had a job. But there's something to be said for 
her predicament. You try to be a good person - I mean, we all do - but if you're 
going to contribute to a society, you're going to have to destroy a few people in the 
process, and be destroyed a few times over. As devastating as it was to be fired, she 
must have made this decision before she came in to work. Maybe she woke up 
knowing, dreading the fact that she would have to actively make my life much 
worse as part of her job. She obviously left it for the end of the day, presumably 
she wanted to be done with it once it happened. And yet, here I am, a giggling 
reminder of all the wrong she's ever done to whoever she must have done it to.
 "Hey, Amberly."
 "Yeah?"
 "This has got to be the weirdest break-up ever."
	 She laughed, but not much. Maybe she was trying to keep from crying.



PALM TREE SUMMER 
PART UNO

BY NICK JONES

Temperate weather, houses level,
Skies are grey and skies are blue.

Never rain, cars mundane,
Pushing on a different pedal.

Varied thoughts, often clot,
As the mind tends to do.

Winning medals, nothing special,
Each a separate claim to fame.



Great Cinema, in Haiku
BY BRENDA COLE

In watery depths
Beneath an aged Matt Hooper

Toothy horrors wait

‘Til by Odin’s might
Dark caverns rend asunder

In three dimensions

Inflatable chairs
Slick with sunscreen and Axe gel

Kegs glisten like stars

White T-shirts dampened
With dreams of a thousand youths

Too soon turn crimson

Warm waters bring cold vengeance
Such righteous piscine anger

Paradise is lost



Through the camera lens
Silicone jellyfish float
Past severed manhood

Bravest warriors
Battle for soul of Spring Break

Dead pervs make good bait

By MILF’s leadership
Children of Land best the Sea

From dynamite, sushi

A Great Truth unknown
To all but Soothsayer Brown

‘Twas only the start



PALM TREE 
SUMMER 
PART DOS

BY NICK JONES

Dogs bark while women gossip, 
Lime-green cabs scurry over needless 

speed-bumps.
Some nerd in his forties looks right 

at me and judges me.
He winces and blinks turrets as if 
to suggest he never glanced..   

One shitty, small dog never stops barking 
like a blind man before sex. 

Underneath it all is planes and cars and 
birds and busses,

Burrowing a truce between life and death.
Some people collect the cans and some 

people drink them.
Yet no one can vacate the nest.



The Applecock Turmoil
BY MATT PERKINS 

Part 1: The Orb Sea

There were a few colors he could remember. Four, maybe? Five? He looked down 
again, at the page, counted over them to make sure. 
 Green, blue, red, yellow, orange. Okay, five. 
 Right, exactly, five. He remembered them well now. They bobbled next to 
one another, hitting and smacking but never melding. Like a giant popcorn popper, 
plugged in and forgotten about. Then the thought became fuzzy, until the fog 
dissipated and he was at clear thought again.
 Except now the colors, all five of them, were everywhere, surrounding him. 
All of them in the small marble-like form, but each one pulsating, oddly enough, as 
though they were small hearts, pumping blood into an unseen force. 
 His chest started to heave in and out. Where is the floor? he thought. At the 
moment, his feet felt nothing except more of the damn orbs, all of them colored 
orange, or red, or blue, or yellow, or green. And then something caught his mind, a 
thought, and his chest calmed.
 He looked outward upon the marble-filled horizon, for now it stretched 
outward, and he realized that although there were only five shades of these damned 
things, no two like-colors ever touched. They never came into contact with one 
another. Never an orange next to an orange or a blue next to a blue. He figured it to 
be a false thought, but then concentrated again, staring at the colors. He'd forgotten 
that nothing held his feet in place, and somehow he was now wading in a massive 
pool of these things, which he realized were no longer pulsating but now instead 
large, and still. They felt odd, like a playground ball, or something fresh, like vinyl. 
 But yes, no two like colors touched. He could not figure out why. And as he 
pondered this and forgot about this invisible flooring, he felt something bite his 
leg. Similar to a bee sting, only more piercing, and deeper. He felt it penetrate him, 
like some kind of needle-shaped phallus raping the flesh of his shin. Then it was 
gone, but only for a second.
 The next sting was deeper and more painful. But he felt it on both of his 
shins this time, and higher up. This time, there was no break in between. More of 



the same stings, and in multiple places on his shins, stabbing him, and he could not 
see what was causing this odd sensation . . . the floating see of colored vinyl orbs 
now multiplied, and only his face from the nose up was exposed. 
 He tried to grab downward, but feared drowning (though he knew deep 
down that there was no chance of that; enough space existed between the orbs to 
allow for breathing room), and instead erected himself upright once again. But the 
pain was becoming too much. 
 Then the music began. 
 Familiar sounds from childhood, some kind of distant harmonizing. The 
volume of it increased as the pain from the stings increased; and now the stings 
were crawling up his legs and were now by his belt line. He could feel them around 
his naval, reaching into him and retracting again, prodding his flesh.
 Then the music again, it caught his ear, and he looked up, wondering where 
it was coming from, but realized now that it was from everywhere. Then it came to 
him: it was the sound of a flute, and it was playing a familiar melody. He 
recognized it from somewhere, but he couldn't recall; it was still somewhat faded.
 Then the stabbing increased, and was now by his chest, approaching his 
breast bone. The penetration lessened at this point, but instead the stabbing felt 
more like a sloppy scratching of a knife, though with no less pain. 
 Then the flute again, and it was clearer than water to him now, filling his 
ears. 
 Marshall Tucker, he thought. And the rhythmic sounds of the band's song, 
"Can't you see?" began filling in the void, and the stabbing stopped briefly. 
Something reached up out of the colored orb sea and stroked his face, a long pink 
flat appendage graced with a texture of sandpaper, leaving a wet residue across his 
face, and he winced, tightening his eyes and reaching downward.
 His right hand stopped by his neck, when it grabbed what felt like a long 
black body, and then his eyes opened.
 The colors were gone. The stabbing had ceased. But the music remained. 
 He looked up and in his right hand was Muela, who looked at him with 
dilated eyes as she licked her mouth. Her whiskers twitched as she reached out her 
arms to him, and he could see her claws extend and then retract.
 The fucking needles, he thought, then laughed. He shook his head and 
slapped his left palm down on the bed side table near him, hitting the snooze 
button on the radio. Marshall Tucker had been silenced. 



Hej Hej from Earth,

I am writing to share my less than extraordinary 
moments with you on this planet. The other day I was 
stabbed by a fellow nemesis in the chest, but did 
not perish. Instead I used my talents to help him 
understand he was a shitty person, then I convinced 
him to eat a taco. I once banged my head on a lead 
pipe and cracked that pipe in half. My head was fine. 
The pipe never apologized so it was destroyed. I am a 
special friend to you and do not mean much harm. I 
never joined the Swedish Army, but I do believe in 
team activities. It has been a long time since I was 
last home and I miss my younger way of life. Even 
though I am blonde, and some of your blonde friends 
are really stupid, I am actually very smart. Here is 
a fun video that features my mobility apparatus. I 
have a hard time fitting into most helmets. I am a 
Nordic Alien.

Rest well,
Ω

OUTGOING MESSAGE FROM Ω
BY BILL STEVENS

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6sCz7GFtkYQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6sCz7GFtkYQ


PALM TREE SUMMER
PART TRES

BY NICK JONES 

Clouds make the best sunsets.
Still they ruin a sunny day.
Marine layer burning off,
Watching palms in L.A.



The Applecock Turmoil
BY MATT PERKINS

Part 2: Phil and the Ball Pit Needle

The chair itself barely rocked, and in fact the left leg of it had been so worn down 
over the years, that he didn't even consider it to be a rocker anymore. It was just a 
chair on a patio. But it was his solace, and now here he was, like every other day, 
sitting still, staring at the overgrown lawn.
 The air was different this time, though. Something about it stood more still 
than normal. The job had been wearing on him, almost so thin that he felt anorexic. 
He'd forgotten about his daily shifts of four hours running the records office at the 
station. The asshole cops in Wennington were worse than in neighboring towns, 
and it was most likely, he figured, because nothing ever happened. 
 Except for this one damn incident. 
 So far, the police had no knowledge of it even taking place. If they had, any 
chance of him getting fully paid was virtually invisible. There was no indication in 
the halls of the Wennington Police Department that anything had been awry in the 
small town, and there was a reason for that. Riddle Sticks, which was essentially a 
poor man's Chuck-E-Cheese, wanted no publicity whatsoever. 
 This - the incident - was enough to close them down, and this was something 
that Hank Applecock understood well. But it didn't stop him from asking the owner 
why the hell he'd even think to call anyone in the first place. 

-- -- --

"What I mean is, how did you find out about my services," Hank asked a slender 
man with a pale complexion. "I ask this of all my customers, okay? Nothing 
serious, it's more of a self-marketing thing. See how I can promote my services in 
the future."
 The man stared at Hank and nodded in understanding.
 "Well, you see Mr. Applecock--"
 "It's just Hank, Phil. Hank's fine."



 "Ah yes, I'm sorry, Hank. Well, so, my first reaction to all of this was panic, 
which I'm sure you can appreciate. But after the dust settled a bit I realized the 
worst thing I could have done for the image of our establishment here was to call 
Wennington Police."
 Hank nodded and reached into his pocket for a rolling paper; his pouch not 
far behind. Within thirty seconds a firmly-packed cigarette sat between his lips, a 
glowing red on one end. The scent of fresh tobacco filled Phil's office.
 "I'm sorry," Phil said. "You can't smoke in here."
 "You want my help or not?"
 "Yes, of course I do. Okay, fine. So, as I was saying, well, why don't I just 
start form the beginning. Come, follow me into the main part of the play area."
 They entered a large room filled with arcade and ski-ball machines, stuffed-
animals and grappling hooks, a mole-bop game, and even a machine that looked 
like a child's version of a slot machine. All of these devices were eager and ready 
to vomit out a hoard of tickets for the chubby hands of a greedy child. The entire 
room was filled with a musty smell of what Hank perceived to be the soiled pants 
of a six-year-old boy. 
 The ball pit sat in the corner by a large bench with a wall of cubbies on one 
end. Must be for their shoes, Hank thought, looking at a sign that said "Shoes". 
 The pit itself was nothing special, a large yellow and red box with a plastic 
canopy surrounded by a white mesh net. The balls in the pit were in vast numbers, 
probably about three hundred in all, ranging from orange in color to blue, green, 
red, and yellow. The pit itself couldn't have been more than three feet deep.
 "So, what exactly happened?" Hank asked, smirking. "Some kid trip on his 
way out of the pit and the parents are suing?" 
 Phil stared at him with a look of half rage, half sadness. Hank's smirk 
disappeared and he motioned for Phil to tell him what went down just the day 
before. 
 When Phil stopped talking, Hank found that his mouth had been open and 
he'd been staring at the pit. He couldn't look away. He tried to envision the entire 
incident. The boy Will and his mother Karyn, a light-hearted single mother on a  
day trip with her five-year-old son. Hank tried to picture Will running over in small 
steps towards the cubby hole, putting his shoes in a perfect green cubby like a good 
little boy, then rushing off to the pit, ready to jump. He pictured it free of other 
children, according to Phil's analysis. He pictured Will's cannonball, the round 
colored orbs flying into the sides of the mesh net, and him landing in the pit. 
He pictured the gasp from Will's little mouth, the shout and the screams that 
something was in the pit, some kind of bug or animal, some kind of creature that 
bit him from below the surface. He pictured Karyn rushing over and yanking her 



son out of the pit, checking his feet and his face and his back, not seeing anything, 
Will walking slowly back to get his shoes, wiping his red, teary eyes.
 He pictured Karyn's face morphing from reassurance to horror, the blood 
rushing from her face, as she looks at her son's left angle, and sticking from it the 
needle. A syringe, empty, a clear-white offset plastic handle with the actual metal 
of it unseen, sticking up into the sleeve of Will's pant leg and into the flesh of his 
shin. 
 Hank could see Karyn rush to her son, putting him on the bench and yanking 
out the needle, unfazed by her son's gasp, leaving him there on the bench as she 
rushes to the main counter where four kids are trading tickets to get a neon-colored 
rope bracelet, screaming and wailing and crying simultaneously, with Phil behind 
the counter, not sure of what the matter is.
 "I was ready to just push her off as some typical crazed parent," Phil said. 
Hank's eyes were still on the ball pit. "And then she held the needle up to my face 
and that's when I nearly fell over." 
----
 In the morning hours - early, before five - Hank sat at his kitchen table with 
coffee and a notebook, nearly filled. The case was fresh in his mind , and he hadn't 
slept since arriving home. No thoughts so far as to leaving for the station at eight, 
when his shift began. Just quiet focus, that's all he needed.
 In the background, the low hum of Charles Mingus filtered through, and 
Muela lay sprawled across the other end of the table, licking her paw and wiping 
her face.
 Hank stopped jotting, looked over his notes - there were about 45 pages full 
of them now, some coherent, some not - and read back through the statement Phil 
had written for him. After the case was over, Hank was under agreement to burn 
both his notes and the statement, or he'd get none of the fifteen thousand promised 
to him. That was the deal. 
 He had no intention of burning his notes - that was borderline sacrilege, but 
for fifteen thousand he'd burn his own house to ashes. Riddle Sticks, apparently, 
showed no signs of a struggle in the recession, otherwise Phil would have offered 
no more than five thousand - Hank's going rate. That, and, Hank assumed, Phil was 
going to pay more than a basement fee for keeping the word on this behind closed 
doors.
 One thing was for sure - someone was sick enough to leave a needle in a 
place that thrives on youthful bliss. It wasn't even the left-behind syringe that 
bothered Hank, though. It was the mere idea that some addict found a way to get 
his or her kicks in a child hangout spot. It reminded him of his own ill days, long 
past, when he resorted to buying dime bags of opium behind a McDonald's 
Playplace.



The Aliens of 
Groothtown

BY PAUL MARTIN

 That cool summer night was a defining point in all four of the young 
boys’ lives.  Something big was on the rise -- and each one of them would play 
an important role when they were finally visited from the sky...except it didn’t 
quite work that way.  
 These aliens were different than you’re average cliche.  They infiltrated 
the human race through the dimensions of the human mind by hijacking 
people’s brains without them realizing they were being controlled from an 
outgoing source.  This kind of thing had been going on since the beginning of 
human history.  
 All humans are controlled from a remote source somewhere faraway deep 
in the universe, by entities who enter people to feel the emotions they 
experience watching a sunrise on the roof of a hotel in Miami, smelling the 
sweet smell of hickory smoked bacon, hearing crickets on an otherwise quiet 
August evening, and making love all throughout a cold stormy January 
afternoon.  Things only humans can feel.  
 Without these aliens people would be drones.  The only reason they are 
any smarter than their ape ancestors is because their bodies are possessed by 
one immortal omnipotent being with a severe case of multiple personality 
syndrome.  Some channels work for good in loving trust of Bosca, others work 
for pure evil in dark places under the heavy fear infected control of The 
Quizard.  All energy pours from both ends of the Snorgzi, but it’s up to the 
others to choose the charge of that energy.  Some are tragically programmed to 
be slaves of fear, while others are gracefully blessed to shine light on the 
darkness.  
 The war isn’t over.  It’s the impossible dream of either side that keeps 
everything going.  
 The Quizard has a plan to end it all, to end this pain they call 
consciousness.  The endless emotional turmoil of nerves and sensations has 
always been too much for The Quizard to bear, but Bosca and his followers 
know the true power of love, and defend it with eternal honor.  
 The four young boys (Mikey, Ben, Burt and Jim) didn’t know it yet, but 
they became eternal soldiers that night, and on their twenty fifth birthdays 
they’d be called to service and fighting in ways they couldn’t possibly fathom.
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